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Theme:/Application: 

To stir up persistent faith to believe for miracles in our day to day lives.  

Acts 2:42 - miracles 

I have had something on my mind for a while now. That is the whole concept of 
believing for miracles. 

It all started when: 

• There was a situation in my family that when we would try to progress 
we continue to be blocked by outside forces.  

• Mom got the word that it would be a miracle. That was like in April. I 
believed that word but up to now we have yet to receive that miracle  

• Then Al started sharing about Acts 2:42-47 and I began to imagine this 
community that was getting to see signs and wonders  

• Then the day that Brenda lead prayer at church and we had to write 
down the miracles we are believing for  

• So, all of this has led to a journey in an increased desire in my heart to 
see signs and wonders in the everyday  

• This is a big deal because for those of you that know me know I am 
phlegmatic/laid back and it is far easier in some ways to accept the 
natural than to believe for the supernatural  

So, I wanted to share a snapshot of the journey with you that I have been 
thinking about; 

But to do that we need to turn to  

Matt 8:23 - 27 -read together 

Faith - "little" - brief 

oligopistos 

ol-ig-op'-is-tos 



From G3641 and G4102; incredulous, that is, lacking confidence (in Christ): - 
of little faith. 

oligos 

ol-ee'-gos 

Of uncertain affinity; puny (in extent, degree, number, duration or value); 
especially neuter (adverbially) somewhat: - + almost, brief [-ly], few, (a) little, + 
long, a season, short, small, a while. 

Like that as sometimes I feel like I don't have faith but I do I just give up too 
easily. My faith is brief. 

Ex. Timothy - perspective -  

• would want to giving up too easily  
• I can see that he just about had it 
• but I am here and we will do it together  

One of the things I love about God is he is eternal - he sees the end from the 
beginning - the big picture but yet he promises to be with us.  

• I will never leave you or forsake you -  
• God will always sacrifice our temporal good for the eternal good 

Practical application  

There is a total of 5 scriptures that use that specific Greek word that for us 
translates to little faith. 

Couple of things that are interesting to me 

• 4 of the 5 are in the book of Matthew  
• There is some belief that the writer of the book of Matthew's target 

audience was Jewish people 
• I think that we are like Jewish people to the extent that we have been 

raised with the word of God and with Truth 

 

Break into groups 

Example - Matt 8:26  

Give back ground - they were in a bout 



Tell us the story - the storm came up  

Tell us how Jesus used the term "little faith" 

Give practical application to our lives based on the story - ie. We encounter 
times in our lives that feel like storms but in the midst of that we need to have 
persistent faith that reminds us Jesus is with us and brings peace and calms 
the storm. 

Matt 6:30 

• Sermon on the mount  
• God provides for our every physical need - we can trust him 

Matt 14:31 

• is when Peter sees Jesus walking on the water and asks to come to him 
then starts to sink when he looks at the wind and the waves. 

• The thing I find interesting about this one is that Peter asked Jesus to 
ask him to come but still his faith was brief - so even when we are 
believing for things that we know are ours we still need to have 
persistent faith 

• what would be somethings that we know are ours? 
• Prophetic words spoken over our lives 
• Healing  

Matt 16:8 

• One is when Jesus is warning about the Doctrine of the Sadducees and 
the Pharisees and the disciples were not getting it 

• When faced with People who speak falsely or spread false doctrine we 
need to have persistent faith remembering the truth and evidence of 
miracles in the past 

Luke 12:28 

• after the parable of the rich fool 
• Even good times remember to have persistent faith and trust God for our 

needs  

Conclusion: 

Picture of a candle - bring a taper to burn 



• this is the picture the Holy Spirit gave me personally when I was thinking 
and praying about brief faith  

• Our faith is like incense or a flame before the Lord 
• We can ask God to add more wax to our candle  

When you come before the Lord in prayer for the miracles that you need  

• trust Him 
• ask for persistence  

 


